MHHS and Related Courses
Fall 2015

Undergraduate Courses

MHHS-M 201 INTRO TO MEDICAL HUMANITIES & HEALTH (3 CR)
27945 10:30A-11:45A MW ARR Beckman E; Izuka-Campbell J
32642 10:30A-11:45A TR ARR Staff
Available for honors credit, but open to all students.

MHHS-M 301 PERSPECTVS HLTH/DISEASE/HEALNG (3 CR)
24155 04:30P-05:45P MW ARR Beckman E; Schneider W; Gunderman R
This course can count as a junior/senior integrator. Available for honors credit.

MHHS-M 492 TPCS MED HUMANITIES/HLTH STDS (3 CR)
VT: HEALTH & HUMAN VALUES
32144 06:00P-08:40P R ARR Brown B

MHHS-M 495 IND PROJ/SEM MED HUM/HLTH STDS (3 CR)
32177 ARR ARR ARR Gaffney M
SEMINAR TOPIC: Conscience, Conscientious Objection and Professionalism In Health Care.
A seminar examining the humanistic and scientific bases of health care. MHHS-M495 is required of all students pursuing a major or minor in MHHS, but open to other students with appropriate background and interest. Available for honor credit -- please contact the honors college. Authorization of instructor required. Contact jizukac@iupui.edu for further information.

AUTHORIZATION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
23208 ARR ARR ARR Schneider W
AUTHORIZATION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.
26713 ARR ARR ARR Beckman E
AUTHORIZATION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.

MHHS-M 498 RDGS - MED HUMANITES/HLTH STDS (3 CR)
23209 ARR ARR ARR Beckman E
AUTHORIZATION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED

RELATED COURSES:
ANTH-A 460 TOPICS IN ANTHROPOLOGY (3 CR)
VT: FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY
27934 03:00P-04:15P MW CA 411 Wilson J

ANTH-E 411 WEALTH EXCH & PWR IN ANTH PERS (3 CR) (*See NOTE1)
32035 03:00P-05:40P W CA 435 Dickerson-Putman J

ECON-E 307 CURRENT ECONOMIC ISSUES (3 CR) (**See NOTE2)
VT: HEALTH ECONOMICS
32040 04:30P-05:45P MW ARR Staff

COMM-C 392 HEALTH COMMUNICATION (3 CR)
26465 12:00P-01:15P MW ARR Head K

HIST-H 364 HIST OF MEDICINE & PUBLIC HLTH (3 CR)
26990 03:00P-05:40P M CA 235 Schneider W
GRADUATE STUDENTS MUST REGISTER FOR HIST-H546 : 26989.

PHIL-P 393 BIOMEDICAL ETHICS (3 CR)
REL-R 383 RELIGIONS, ETHICS, U.S. SOC (3 CR)  (*See NOTE1)
SOC-R 320 SEXUALITY AND SOCIETY (3 CR)
SOC-R 327 SOCIOLOGY OF DEATH & DYING (3 CR)
SOC-R 381 SOC FACTORS IN HLTH & ILLNESS (3 CR)
SOC-R 385 AIDS AND SOCIETY (3 CR)
SOC-R 410 ALCOHOL DRUGS AND SOCIETY (3 CR)

METHODS COURSES (MHHS Social Science Track majors):
COMM-G 310 INTRO TO COMMUNICATION RSRCH (3 CR)
ECON-E 270 INTRO TO STAT THRY ECON & BUS (3 CR)
GEOG-G 338 GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION SCIENCE (3 CR)
HIST-H 217 THE NATURE OF HISTORY (3 CR)
SOC-R 351 SOCIAL SCIENCE RESEARCH MTHD (3 CR)
SOC-R 359 INTRO TO SOCIOCOLOGICAL STATS (3 CR)

* NOTE 1:  Discuss enrollment with Judi Izuka Campbell prior to registering for these classes in order to receive MHHS credit for these courses.

** NOTE 2:  Please be aware of the Variable Titles for each section before registering. Only the specific variable titles listed here can count for MHHS credit.
MHHS and Related Courses
Fall 2015

Graduate Courses

MHHS-M 501  THE HUMAN CONDITION (3 CR)
32176  06:00P-08:40P   T   ARR        Beckman E
MHHS-M501 IS REQUIRED OF ALL STUDENTS PURSUING A GRADUATE
CERTIFICATE IN MHHS, BUT OPEN TO OTHER STUDENTS WITH
APPROPRIATE BACKGROUND AND INTEREST.

MHHS-M 504  INTRO TO RESEARCH ETHICS (2-3 CR)
23210  03:00P-04:40P   T   ARR        De Cordon K

MHHS-M 592  GRAD TOPICS MEDICAL HUMANITIES (3 CR)
VT: HEALTH & HUMAN VALUES
32145  06:00P-08:40P   R   ARR        Brown B

MHHS-M 595  CLINICAL PRACTICUM (3 CR)
32178 PERM      ARR  ARR     ARR        Beckman E
AUTHORIZATION OF INSTRUCTOR REQUIRED.

MHHS-M 598  GRAD RDNGS IN MED HUMANITIES (1-3 CR)
26025         ARR        ARR        ARR        Schneider W

ANTH-A 560  VARIABLE TOPICS  IN ANTH
VT: FORENSIC ANTHROPOLOGY
27935  03:00P-04:15P   MW  CA 411    Wilson J

COMM-C 510  HEALTH PROVIDER-CONSUMER COMM (ONLINE COURSE)
12955         ARR        ARR        ARR        Brann M

COMM-C 592  ADVANCED HEALTH COMMUNICATION
26945  06:00P-08:40P   R   ARR        Shin Y

ECON-E 643  HEALTH ECONOMICS
27909         ARR        ARR        ARR        Gupta S, Morrison G

HIST-H 546  HISTORY OF SCIENCE, MEDICINE, AND TECHNOLOGY
26989  03:00P-05:40P   M      CA 235  Schneider W

PHIL-P 547  FOUNDATION OF BIOETHICS
27984  09:00A-11:40A F   ARR        Schwartz P

PHIL-P 555  ETHICAL & POLICY ISS INTL RSCH
26985  12:30P-03:10P   F   ARR        Meslin E

SOC-S 526  THE SOC OF HUMAN SEXUALITY
32696  06:00P-08:40P   M   ARR        Williams C

SOC-S 560  TOPICS IN SOC: DISABILITY
32058  04:30P-05:45P   MW   ARR        Latham K